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Definitions:

A binary vector is a vector the components of which may be either
I or 0.

The components are numbered 0, I, 2 . . .

The number of

components may be regarded as infinite only a finite number of them
having values ~ 0.
Analogously, a binary matrix is a matrix the elements of which are
either I or 0.

The subscripts run through 0, I, 2 . . .

The matrix ma:

be regarded as infinite,only a finite number of elements being -/ 0 .
A binary matrix may be represented by an ordered set of binary
vectors in the following way:
The rows of the matrix, which are -/ 0,are ordered according to
row numbers and preceded by a vector with I in positions which corres pond to these numbers.
The system provides facilities for storing binary vectors and
sequences of binary vectors and for various operations on such vectors .
The system consists of a set of basic procedures in machine coding
and a number of Algol procedures for more complicated operations
(e. g. 1 matrix operations).
The basic tool for storage allocation is a system for handling
storage boxes of variable size on the drum.
of consecutive locations on the drum.

A storage box is a number

The number of storage boxes and

If nece ssary, storage box e

their sizes are variable during calculations.

are moved together with t}:leir contents to provide space for storing
additional information.
The boxes are numbered 0, 1, 2 ... and are located in this order
on the drum.

An address vector on. the drum stores for each box a wor d

containing
n .

2 -15

+b .

where n is the number of words in the box, n

~

0, and b 1s the word

address on the drum of the first word in the box.
Let
n 1 · 2-I 5

+b

I· 2- 35

and

n 2 · 2-I 5 + b 2 . 2- 35
belong to two consecutive boxes.
b2~bl+nl

Then always
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The system operates with a given space on the drum from and
including location a up to location c which is excluded.
b is fixed

= a.

The last box is always empty with b

For box 0

= c.

A subroutine, dodyn (8405), is used for providing extra space in

The contents of box O is = the address vector.

a box when required.

Each binary vector is stored in a box.

A box (vector) is referred to

in procedure calls by its number (an expression of type integer in

ALGOL).
To a variable V of type integer may be assigned a sequence of
boxes .
A call

vector (V);
will introduce a new empty box in the system and as sign its number to
the variable V provided no such call has been made before with V as
parameter.
A consecutive call

insert (V, i, n);
will introduce n new boxes in the system, giving them number V+i,
V+i+l. . . . V+i+n-1 and renumbering boxes with previous numbers
~

V+i.
Boxes may be deleted from a sequence by a call of insert (8414)

with n negative (see description).
The call
vector (V);
will delete all boxes in the sequence except box number V if V has
already been assigned a sequence.

Box number Vis emptied.

Binary vectors are stored in a box as a sequence of whole words
each bit corresponding to a component of the vector.
zero are

Words containing

omitted and before each sequence of non-zero words is

stored a label:
p·2

-24

+n·2

-39

where p · 40 is the component number of the first bit in the next word
and n is the number of words in the sequence.
The end of the box indicates the end of the vector.
is assigned an empty box.

A zero vector
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8401
procedure vector (V);
integer V;

Introduces a sequence of storage boxes on the drum.

The variable

Vis connected with the sequence and has to be used for referring to
the sequence in procedure calls.
of the first box in the sequence.

T h e variable V stores the number
After the call

vector (V)
the sequence will consist only of one Lox which is empty.

If V is

already connected with a sequence,no new sequence will be introduced
but the one already existing will be reduced to one empty box .
Uses: clear (8408), oolad (8413), oodyn (8405), oofel (8403).
Length: 34 words.
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8402
integer procedure seekbit (V, i, 1) :,
value

V, i;

integer V, i;
label l;

V is the number of a storage box storing a binary vector.
parameter i is an integer greater than or equal to

-1 and the value of

the procedure is the smallest component number n,
ding to a vector component:/ 0.

The

n > i correspon-

If there is no such component a jump

to 1 is performed.

The vector components are numbered 0, 1, 2, ...
9
Error printout if i < -1, i >10 , or if Vis not the number of a box.
U s es: oofel (8403), oopar (8400), oodyn (8405).
Length:

67 words.
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8407
procedure truncate (V, U, i);
value

V, U, i;

integer

V, U, i

The binary vector in box number U will be stored in box number V
and then all components of the vector in box V with numbers greater
V = U is permitted.
9
Error printout if i < ··l, i > 10 or if V or U are not numbers of

than i

will be cleared.

boxes.
Uses: move (8409), oofel (8403), oodyn (840 5), oopar (8400),
oosatt (8406).
Length:

64 words.
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8408
procedure
value

clear (V);

V;

integer

V;

Empties the box with number V.
Error printout if V is not the number of a box.
_ Uses:

oofel (8403), oopar (8400), oodyn (8405).

Length:

12 words.
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8409
procedure move (V, U);
value

V, U;

integer V, U;

Puts the contents of box number V equal to the contents of box
number U.
Uses: oofel (8403}, oopar (8400), oodyn (8405), oosatt (8406).
Length:

25 words.
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8410
domain (i, j);

procedure
value

i, j;

integer i, j;

Establishes a storage system on the drum using location i
but not including location j

on the drum .

up to

The locations o n the drum

contain whole words (40 bits) and are numbered 0, 1, 2, . . . reckoned
from the first word in tra c k 000.
A t the beginning the system contains 3 boxes, box number O which
stores the address vector and 2 empty boxes, box number 1 which is
later used for information concerning the sequences of storage boxes
(see t h e procedure vector, 8401) and box number 2 which is used for
intermediate storage by procedure bbop.
The number of the fir st location in box O and the number of words
in box Oare stored in the first location of the procedure bodyn (8405).
The procedure domain has to be called before any of the other
procedures are used.

If not,various error messages will occur .

A call of the procedure domain destroys information stored in
previously established storage system.
Error printout if i
Uses:

or j negative or exceed 204 79 or if J < i+2.

oofel (8403), oodyn (8405).

Length:

28 words.
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8414
procedure
value

insert (V,

1,

n};

i, n;

integer

V, i, n;

V represents a sequence of stor age boxes (s ee procedur e v ec tor,

8401),

1 1s an integer

2

0 and n

is an integer.

If n >0:

n

new and empty boxes are intr oduced in the sequenc e immediately

before box V

+ i and boxe s with number V + i or grea t er will get num-

bers that are

n

units greater.

ence will start with n
first of these.

Thi s means when i = 0 that the sequ -

empty boxes and the number V will refer to the

Boxes ma y be inserted immediately after the sequence

in which case i = m

+ 1 where m is the previous number of boxes in the

sequence.
If n

< 0:

k = -n boxes are remove d from the sequence beginning with box
number V

+ i.

Boxes with numbers

a r e k units lower.

2

V

+ i + k will get numbers that

This means wh en i = 0 that the first box in the

sequence will be what was pr eviously box number V

+

k and the number

V will refer to this box.

If n

= O:

no action, return.

Error printout if when n > 0, i < 0 or i > m, whe r e m is the
previous number of boxes in the sequence, and if when n < 0, i < 0
or i

2

m

+ n.

It is also checked that 1 s rn + n s 10383.

A general test that no assignments have been made to any variables
referring to sequences is p e rform e d.
variables (stored in box

This is done using a list of such

1).

It is also tested that V r efe rs to a sequence of boxes and that
not too large.
Uses:

Compare also description of proc e dure oolad (8413) .

oofel (8403), ool a d (8413), oodyn (84 05).

Length:

n

13 words .

1s

l0

8415
procedure
value

bits (V, p, q);

v, p, q;

In box number V is stored a vector with ones in components p,
p + 1, ... p + q - 1.

If q = 0

V is emptied.

Error printout if p or q are negative or p > 10
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or avail able

storage space exceeded.
Uses:

oofel (8403),

Length: 69 words .

oopar (84 _0 0),

oodyn (8405),

oosatt (840 6 ).

l l

8417
procedure and (V, A, B);
value

V, A, B;

integer

V, A, B;

V, A and Bare numbers of boxes.

Box A and B store binar y

vectors where corresponding components are combined according to
the table

~

1

0

1

l

0

0

0

0

to form a vector that is stored in box V.
Error printout if V, A or B are not numbers of boxes.
Uses:

oofel (8403),

ooop (8404), oodyn (8405), oopar (8400),

vector (8401), oolad (8413), clear (8408),
Length:

7 words.

oosatt (8406).
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8418
procedure
value

or (V, A, B);

V, A, B;

integer

V, A, B;

V, A and Bare numbers of boxes.

Box A and B store binary vectors

where corresponding components are combined according to the table

~

l

0

1

1

I

0

I

0

to form a vector that is stored in box V.
Error printout if V, A or B are not numbers of boxes.
Uses:

oofel (8403), coop (8404), oodyn (8405), oopar {8400),

vector (8401), bola.cl {8413), clear (8408), oosatt {8406).
Length:

10 words.
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8419
.e_rocedure notbut
value

(V, A, B);

V, A, B;

integer

V,

B;

A,

V, A and Bare numbers of boxes.

Box A and B store binary

vectors whe re corresponding components are combined according to
the table

I~

J

0

l

0

0

0

l

0

to form a vector that is stored in box V.
Error printout if V, A or Bare not numbers of boxes.
Uses:

oofel (8403), ooop (8404), oodyn (8405), oopar (8400),

vector (8401), oolad (8413), clear (8408), oosatt (8406).
Length:

l O words.
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8420
procedure
value

exclusive

(V, A, B);

V, A, B;

integer

V, A, B;

V, A and B are numbers of boxes.

Box A and B store binary

vectors where corresponding components are combined according to
the table

~

I

0

1

0

1

0

I

0

to form a vector that is stored in box V.
Error printout if V, A or Bare not numbers of boxes.
Uses:

ddfel (8403), doop (8404), dodyn (8405), d6par (8400),

vector (8401), oolad (8413), clear (8408), ddsatt (8406).
Length:

11 words.
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8421
integer procedure
value

count (V);

V;

integer V;

V is the number of a box containing a binary vector and the value
of the procedure is the number of components in V that are = 1.
Error printout if V is not the number of a box.
Uses: oofel (8403), oopar (8400), oodyn (8405).
Length:

27 words.
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8400
procedure

oopar;

Procedure call in machine code:
8400 . 54
-10
n· 2

L

xx

p

xx

£el

OC

odd location

Here xx denotes an irrelevant operation part,
a location.
p

The procedure takes

n

pis the number of

parameter half-words from location

and following interprets the address parts as addresses of integers

and converts the corresponding values to fix point form with unit position
= position 35 and stores them in whole cell Land following.

At the

same time is checked that the values are numbers of existing boxes.
Error return to location £el.
Uses:

oodyn (8405).

Length: 3 l words.
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8403
procedure

oofel;

Procedure call in machine code:
8403

+ 001 54
n

Here n

48

is the address of an even half-word containing a procedure

number in hexadecimal code, for instance
84010
corresponding to the procedure 8401.

The procedure prints the line

aaa PPPP
where aaa is the address part of the first half-word in the procedure
8403 and pppp is a procedure number.

After the printout a "dead stop"

occurs
C 100

1002C

The procedure is called to give an error message and the address
aaa is an address indicating the last call in the main program of a
procedure in the system:
aaa:

aaa 50
proc OC

Length:

14 words .
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8404
procedure

bbop;

Proce <lure call in machine code:

8404 + 004

p

00

n

48

54

000 Ox
000 Oy
op: exit 07

exit : OFF OC

Her e p is the address of the first of 3 parameter words with
address parts V, A and B respectively, location V, A and B storing
numbers of boxes containing binary vectors.

At location op begins

a subroutine that gives the result of a logical operation upon the whole
words

8404 and 8404

+ 002 in AR after return.

arranged for a call with instruction 54.

The subroutine is

The digit x = the result of th e

operation upon 1- bit operands O and l, the digit y = the corresponding
result for operands l and 0.
The procedure is used by the procedures or, and, implies and
equivalent (841 7 - 8420).
Uses: oopar (84JO), oofel (8403), oodyn (8405), oosatt (8406),
move (8409).
Length: 162 words.
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8405
procedure

bbdyn;

Procedure call in machine code:
8405

+ 002

L

70

N

70

£el

OC

54

-35
The whole words L and N store the integers 1 and n as 1 · 2
-35
and n • 2
respectively. The procedure increases the number of
words in box number 1 with n units by adding n locations at the end of
the box.
The first whole word of the procedure shall be
x· 2-15

+

t · 2-35

where xis the number of words 1n the add ress vector and tis the word
address on the drum of the first word in the address vector.

If the available storage space is exceeded or inconsistencies are
detected (e.g. if nor 1 negative or 1 too large or boxes with negative
length are found)
Length:

a jump to location fel is performed.

81 words.
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8406
procedure

oosatt;

Procedure call in machine code:

8406 . 54

L

70

N

70

fel

OC

-35
The whole words L and N store the integers 1 and n as 1 • 2
-35
and n · 2
respectively. The procedure puts the length of box
number 1 equal to n units by adding or removing locations at the end
of the box.

Jump to location fel in case available storage spac e is

exceeded or inconsistencies are detected.
See also description of procedure oodyn (8405).
Uses: oodyn (8405).
Length:

9 words.
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8413
:erocedure

oolad;

Call 1n machine code:

8413

.

54 odd location

V

BO

i

BO

n

BO

saknas

OC

£el

OC

The call has the same effect as a call of the procedure insert

(8414)
insert (V 1 i, n);
except that, when V is not connected with a sequence of boxes exit
to location saknas occurs.

In case an error is detected a jump to

location £el is performed.
The following ch ecks are performed:
that O s ism, m + n - i

2

0 and l s m + n s 16383

where m is the total number of boxes in the sequence, that no illegal
assignment to any variable connected with a sequence of boxes has
occurred (this is done using the information stored in box

1):

that available storage space 1s not exceeded and no inconsistencies
occur in the address vector.

If n::: 0 no checks are done, however, and exit follows immediately.
The procedure uses the contents of box number 1 which for each
sequence of boxes contains a word
a. 2-11

+ 1. 2-25 +

n. 2-39

where a is the address of the corresponding variable, 1 is the number
of the first box and n is the number of boxes in the sequence.

The

number 1 is also stored (in floating point form) in the variable.
value of 1 in the next word of box 1 will be 1

+ n,

The

the words being

arranged according to increasing values of 1 and no gaps admitted in
the sequence of box numbers.
Uses:

oodyn (8405).

Length: 106 words.

2 2.

READY.

Algol procedure.

Input of binary vector from paper tape.
On the tape the vector is punched as a sequence of data of type

+

X

AA

-y

or

+X

AA

where x and y are integers.

This means 1 in pos x, x + 1, .•• yin the

vector or 1 in position x only.

After the sequence of data an extra AA

1s punched.
Conventions for punching are according to TRASK-(F ACIT) -Algol,
procedur e read.
Remark:

The procedure is Steered by tape code.

"Overlapping" indications are permitted and give 1 1n

common positions.
Example: A vector has 1 in position 0, 7 - 11 and 1 000.

The tape

1s punched:
+O AA

+7 - 11 AA
+1000

AA

AA
Call of procedure m Algol:
READY (A);
The parameter A is an expression of type integer indicating the
number of a box.
Effect: A vector is read from tape and stored in box number A.
Length:

40 words.
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READMA TRIX.

Algol procedure.

Input of binary matrix from paper tape.
On the tape all rows of the matrix which are
the order of the corresponding row numbers.

:f.

0 are punched in

The rows are punched

as binary vectors according to conventions of procedure READY.
Each row is preceded on the tape by the row nomber.

After the last

row a negative number is punched.

=

as one negative number only.
Example:

A matrix which is

0 is punched

The procedure is steered by tapecode.

The matrix

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

I

1

1

0

1

I

O

O

O

0

1s punched:

+ 0
+ I AA
AA

+

2

+ 4 AA
AA

+

3

+ 0 - 2 AA
AA
+4
AA

+4

+ 0 AA
AA
- I

Call of procedure in Algol:
READ MA TRIX (A);
The parameter A is a variable indicating a sequence of boxes.
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Effect:

The rows of a matrix are read from paper tape and stored

in box number A+ I, A+ 2 etc.

In box number A a binary vector with

I in positions corresponding to the row numbers is formed.
Uses: READY.
Length:

38 words.
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PRINTU.

Algol procedure.

Output of binary vector (on line printer, paper tape or typewriter).
Typography:

Each sequence of l:s in the vector is printed on one

line with component number for the first 1, hyphen and component number
for the last I.

If the vector is • 0 the word NOLL is printed on one line.

The procedure is steered by tapecode (using the ordinary output procedures print and printtext in TRASK-(FACIT-)Algol).
Example: A vector has 1 in position 10, 27 and 1000-1010.
Printout:
10 -

10

27 -

27

1000 - 1010
Call of procedure in Algol:
PRINTU (A);
The parameter A is an expression of type integer indicating a
number of a box where the vector is stored.
Effect:
Length:

The vector in box number A is outputted.
30 words.
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PRINTY.

Algol procedure.

Output of binary vector (on line printer, paper tape or typewriter)
preceded and followed by label.
Typography: See description of procedure PRINTU.

Before the

vector, however, an extra line with a given text (label) is printed and
after the vector a line with the word SLUT, one space and the same
label is outputted.

The procedure is steered by tapecode.

Call of procedure in Algol:
PRINTY ( s, A);
The parameter s is a string indicating the label, A is an expression
of type integer indicating the number of a box storing a binary vector.
Effect:

The vector in box number A is outputted according to above.

Example: A vector stored in box numb e r A has 1 in position 10, 27
and 1000 - 1010.

The call

PRINTY (//TABLE//, A);
will give th e printout
TABLE
10 -

10

27 -

27

1000 - 1010
SLUT TABLE

Uses:

PRINTU

Length: J 6 words.
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PRINTMATRIX.

Algol procedure.

Output of binary matrix (on line printer, paper tape or typewriter)
preceded and followed by label.
Typography:

Rows that are

I, 0

are outputted in the order of the

corresponding row numbers as vectors according to description of
procedure PRINTU.
an extra line.

Before each row the row number is printed on

A matrix which is

the word NOLL.

:o:

0 is outputted as one line with

Before the matrix a line with a given text (label} 1s

printed and after the matrix a line with the word SLUT, one space and
the same label is outputted.

The procedure is steered by tapecode.

Call of procedure in Algol:
PRINTMATRIX ( s,

A/)j

The parameter s is a string indicating the label, A is a variable
connected to a sequence of boxes storing the matrix.

The rows of the

matrix that are /. 0 should be stored in box number A + I, A+ 2 and
so on while the vector in box number A should have 1 :s in exactly those
positions that correspond to row numbers of these rows, cfr. description of procedure READMA TRIX.
Effect: A matrix stored in the sequence A is outputted.
The matrix

Example:
0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

I

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

stored in box A, A + I, A+ 2, A+ 3 and A + 4 as the vectors
A:

1 0 1 I

A+ 1 :

0 I 0 0 0

At 2:

0 0 0 0 I

At 3:

1 1 I 0 I

A+ 4:

1 0 0 0 0

1

1 s outputted by the call
PRIN TMA TRIX (/ /MA TRI x//, A) j
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as
MATRIX
RAD

0

I -

I

RAD

2

4 -

4

RAD

3

0 -

2

4 -

4

RAD

4

0 -

0

SLUT MATRIX

Uses:

PRINTU.

Length:

35 words.
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MOVEMATRIX.

Algol procedure.

Moves a given matrix stored as a sequence of vectors to a given
place.
Call m Algol:
MOVEMA TRIX (A, B);
Here A and Bare variables connected to sequences of boxes,
B storing a binary matrix as a sequence of vectors according to
description of procedure READMATRIX (A and B not necessarily
different).
Effect:

The matrix B is stored in sequence A and also remains

in its previous place.
Length:

43 words.
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OPMA TRIX.

Algol procedure.

Performs a given logical operation (and. or, notbut or exclusive)
on binary matrices.
Call in Algol:
OPMATRIX (A, B, C, OP. fl, f2);
Here A, Band Care variables connected to sequences of boxes,
Band C storing matrices as sequences of vectors, cfr. description
of procedure READMATRIX, A, B and C not necessarily being different.
OP is the name of one of the procedures or (8418), and(8417), notbut
(8419) or exclusive (8420), and f 1 and f2 are boolean values chosen
in the different cases as

fl

f2

or

true

true

and

false

false

notbut

false

true

exclusive

true

true

Remark: fl is true if I OP O

x

I, false otherwise, f2 is true if

0 OP 1 • 1, false otherwise.
Effect:

The matrix B OP C is stored in sequence A.

Uses: MOVEMATRIX.
Length: 98 words.

3l

ANDMA TRIX.

Algol procedure.

Performs the logical operation and (cfr. procedure and, 8417)

on binary m atr ices.
Call in Algol:
ANDMA TRIX (A, B, C);
Here A, Band Care variables connected to sequences of boxes,
Band C storing matrices as sequences of vectors, cfr. description
of procedure READMATRIX, A, B and C not necessarily being
different.
Effect:

The matrix B and C is stored in sequ e nce A.

Uses: OPMATRIX, MOVEMATRIX.
Length: 13 words.
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NOTBMA TRIX.

Algol procedure.

Performs the logical operation not but ( cfr. procedure notbut,
8419) on binary matrices.
Call in Algol:
NOTBMATRIX (A, B, C);
Here A, Band Care variables connected to sequences of boxes,
B and C storing matrices as sequences of vectors, cfr. description of
procedure READMATRIX,
Effect:

A, Band C not necessarily being different.

The matrix notbut C is stored in sequence A.

Uses: OPMATRIX, MOVEMATRIX.
Length:

13 words.
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ORMA TRIX.

Algol procedure.

Performs the logical operation or (cir. procedure or, 8418} on
binary matrices.
Call in Algol :
ORMATRIX (A , B, C);
Here A, B and C are variables connected to sequences of boxes,
Band C storing matrices as sequences of vectors, cfr . description
of procedure READMATRIX,

A, B and C not necessarily being

different.
Effect:

The matrix B or C is stored 1n sequence A.

Uses: OPMA TRIX, MOVEMATRIX.
Length: 13 words.
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EXMA TRIX.

Algol procedure.

P e rforms the logical operation exclusive {cfr. proc e dur e
exclusive

8420) on binary matrices.

Call m Algol:
EXMATRIX (A, B, C);
Here A, Band C are variables connected to sequences of box e s,
Band C storing matrices as sequences of vectors, cfr. de scription
of proc e dure READMATRIX, A, Band C not necessaril y being different.
Effect:

The matrix B exclusive C is stored in sequence A.

Us e s: OPMATRIX, MOVEMATRIX.
Len g th: 13 words.·

35

EXTEND.

Algol procedure.

Calculates the so called extension R of two binary matrices A and
B according to the formula

r .. : =
lJ

V

k

(a.k /\ bk.)
l

J

where /\ denotes the operation performed by the procedure and(84 I 7)
and V the operation performed by the procedure or (84 I 8).
Call in Algol:
EXTEND (A, B);
Here A and Bare variables connected to sequences of boxes
storing binary matrices as sequences of vectors, cfr. description
of procedure READMA TRIX,

A and B not necessarily being different.

Effext: The extension of A and B is calculated and stored in
sequence A.
Length: 9 I words.

36

COUNTMA TRIX.

Algol procedure.

A function of type integer giving the number of 1 :s in a binary
matrix.
Example of call in Algol:
n: = COUNTMA TRIX (A);
A is a variable connected to a sequence of boxes storing a binary
matrix as a sequence of vectors, cfr. description of procedure
READMA TRIX.
Effect:

The value of the function COUNTMA TRIX is the number

of l:s in matrix A (the number of l:s in box number A is of course
not included).

In the example above the value is stored in variable n.

Length: 29 words.

37

TRANSEXTEND.

Algol procedure.

The procedure calculates
A : =- (A extended with A)

or A

for a binary matrix A, cfr. descriptions of procedures EXTEND and
ORMATRIX.

and repeats this operation until the number of I :s in

A does not increase.
Call in Algol:
TRANSEXTEND (A);
Here A is a variable connected to a sequence of boxes storing a
binary matrix.
Effect: see first paragraph above.
Uses: EXTEND, COUNTMATRIX,
MOVEMATRIX.
Length: 29 words.

ORMATRIX,

OPMATRIX,

38

TRANSPOSE.

Algol procedure.

Transposes a binary matrix.
Call in Algol:
TRANSPOSE (A);
Here A is a variable connected to a sequence of boxes storing a
binary matrix as a sequence of vectors, cfr. description of procedure
READMATRIX.
Effect: A is replaced by its transpose.
Uses: MOVEMATRIX.
Length:

82 words .

